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(Abstract) 
The study employs cognitive analysis to establish the semantic variativity of 

the colour term sur, one of whose more specific construals realizes its double 
signification as both a sacral liminal colour in Bulgarian folklore and a term 
referring to mythological objects with a mediating function. Sur is a mythological 
and ritualistic term, a probable relic of „the language of gods“, which encodes an 
important inherent characteristic of the deer (as an element of the cosmologically 
organized mythological universe) which is realized in a specific mythological plot 
that conveys its own mythological symbolism. At an earlier stage in language 
development the term formed complex concurrent relations of conceptual 
correspondence with the colour of the sun and the pattern of the deer’s fir, on the 
one hand, and the colour of the moon and that of the deer, on the other. Sur holds 
functional relations with the two polarized perceptions originating from the basic 
mythological opposition sun : moon reified in two classification chains whereby 
the elements standing in relations of correspondence form a variety of pairs of 
opposites one of which is yellow-red : ash-grey. The colour antonymy inherent 
within the colour sur and reflected in the colour opposition encoded in its 
conceptual frame is realized through the mixing of the yellow-red (the colour of the 
sun) and the ash-grey (the colour of the moon), which emerge, at the ontological 
level, in the pattern of the deer’s fir. This, in turn, motivates the perception of sur 
as yellow-grey and reddish-grey interpreted symbolically in folklore. It is hardly a 
matter of coincidence that this hue overlaps with both the actual colour of the deer 
and the perception of sur in Bulgarian, which is not particularly associated with a 
specific colour but instead varies from ‘yellow-reddish’, ‘light-brown’ to ‘grey’, 
‘greyish’, ‘beige’, etc. 
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